Jeff Koons was born in York, Pennsylvania and studied at the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore and the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. He received a BFA from the Maryland Institute College of Art in 1976. Koons lives and works in New York City. Since his first solo exhibition in 1980, Koons’s work has been shown in major galleries and institutions throughout the world.

Koons is widely known for his iconic sculptures Rabbit and Balloon Dog as well as the monumental floral sculpture Puppy (1992), shown at Rockefeller Center and permanently installed at the Guggenheim Bilbao. Another floral sculpture, Split-Rocker (2000), previously installed at the Papal Palace in Avignon, Château de Versailles, and Fondation Beyeler in Basel, was most recently on view at Rockefeller Center in 2014.

Koons has been a board member of The International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children (ICMEC) since 2002, and co-founded the Koons Family International Law and Policy Institute with ICMEC; for the purpose of combating global issues of child abduction and exploitation and to protect the world’s children. This past May, Jeff unveiled the “Seated Ballerina” in Rockefeller Center. This piece helped bring attention to ICMEC’s work and raise awareness about the issues facing missing children all over the world.

Join Us... together we can build a safer world for children

Asa Lena and I would like to invite you to an evening with Jeff Koons. As board members of the International Centre for Missing and Exploited Children (ICMEC), Jeff and I are both dedicated to ICMEC’s mission and passionate about building a safer world for children.

Each and every day ICMEC works tirelessly to build a world where children can grow up free from going missing, or being abducted, sexually abused or exploited. Their programs provide the foundation needed to make sure systems are in place and that those who provide direct services to children have the skills and resources they need to help keep children safe.

We hope you will join us as we come together for such a worthy cause. We promise an evening filled with delightful conversation, entertainment, and plenty of delicious food and drink. If we've done our job, you will leave with your bellies full and your wallets light!

Warmly, Per Loof
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Payment Options

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: __________ State: _____ Zip: _______
Country: ____________________________

Card Number: ____________________________
Expiration Date: ________________ CVV: ____________
Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________

Checks can be made out to ICMEC and sent to:

International Centre for Missing & Exploited Children
2318 Mill Road, Suite 1010
Alexandria, VA 22314, USA

You can also buy your tickets online by visiting:

www.icmek.org/loofevent